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Haydn and Form: Honoring the 50th Anniversary of
Jens Peter Larsen's "Sonata Form Problems."
At last fall's annual business meeting of the Haydn Society of
North America, the Society's secretary Alexander Ludwig
suggested that the Society somehow recognize the 50th
anniversary of the 1963 publishing of Jens Peter Larsen's seminal
article "Sonatenform-Probleme." It was decided that we would
dedicate this fall issue of HAYDN: Online Journal of the Haydn
Society of North America to topics of structure in honor of this
anniversary. We received a very good response to this topic. Most
of the articles contained in this issue address structural topics in
Haydn, and a few other form-related articles will appear in
subsequent issues.
As I began preparing for this dedicated issue, it occurred to me
that the English translation of Larsen's article appeared 25 years
ago as "Sonata Form Problems" in Larsen's Haydn, Handel, and
the Viennese Classical Style (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press,
1988; 269-80). Ulrich Krämer is credited with translating the
book. Yet, in speaking with some of my colleagues from the
Eastman School of Music, I discovered that the translation of this
particular essay had actually been entrusted to Jerald C. Graue,
but Prof. Graue did not receive the proper recognition in the book.
A transcription of Jerry Graue's translation, from his notes,
appears in this volume, along with pdfs of his original and a letter

he sent to Prof. Larsen in 1976 regarding the translation. Prof.
Marie Rolf, who was married to Prof. Graue when he died
unexpectedly in 1982, and had been a student of Prof. Larsen, has
provided me with Prof. Graue's papers, for which I am grateful.
Prof. Rolf also kindly offered to write the following thoughts
regarding Larsen and Graue—

Jerald Curtis Graue and Jens Peter Larsen
Jerald Curtis Graue served as chair of the musicology
department at the Eastman School of Music from 1975 until his
death in 1982. As a scholar whose research focused on music of
the Classical period—Muzio Clementi and J. B. Cramer in
particular—his work naturally intersected with that of Jens
Peter Larsen on Haydn. In the early 1970s, Graue was quick to
capitalize on Larsen's availability and interest in teaching in the
US, inviting him as a visiting professor to the Eastman School of
Music during fall 1974.
That fall semester, I was one of seven fortunate students in
Larsen's doctoral musicology seminar on Haydn Research,
which in many ways served as a prelude to the International
Haydn Conference held the following year in Washington, DC.
Our professor systematically imparted his commanding
knowledge of recent Haydn scholarship, and covered issues of

authenticity and chronology, editorial problems, and analytical
features of specific genres of his compositions. The matter of
relating one’s research to questions of performance and
interpretation was always at the forefront of our class
discussions. Following the national meeting of the American
Musicological Society that fall, Larsen led a two-day symposium
at Eastman that centered on Haydn's keyboard works. At least
three of the student papers given that semester, all focusing on
stylistic issues, were accepted for the 1975 Haydn conference in
Washington, DC. A massive undertaking, the content of that
event bore the strong stamp of Larsen as it combined formal
papers, round-table discussions, and workshops with
performances at the Kennedy Center and elsewhere. Larsen
served as Musicologist-in-Residence and Antal Doráti was Music
Director of the Haydn Festival at the Kennedy Center, while
Howard Serwer functioned as Executive Officer of the
Conference.
Jerald Graue also presented at the Conference, on "Haydn and
the London Pianoforte School," and he continued to maintain a
close friendship with Larsen over the following years. Their
correspondence shows a mutual respect and admiration of each
other's work, a shared intrinsic value for a strong reciprocity
between musical scholarship and performance, and an open
exchange of ideas and information. That Larsen entrusted
Graue to translate his article on "Sonata Form Problems" is but

one example of their collaborative efforts. It is offered here in its
entirety, along with one of Graue's letters to the elder statesman
of Haydn research.
Marie Rolf
Associate Dean of Graduate Studies
Professor of Music Theory
Eastman School of Music
We are happy to be honoring these two gentlemen with this issue
of HAYDN: Online Journal of the Haydn Society of North
America, and hope you will find the items contained herein
stimulating. And once again, on behalf of the RIT Press and
Haydn Society of North America, I wish to express my gratitude to
Marie Rolf for her help and encouragement, and to Alex Ludwig
for the wonderful idea.
Michael E. Ruhling
Editorial Director, HAYDN: Online Journal of the Haydn Society
of North America
President, Haydn Society of North America

